For your situational awareness.

DS Command Center - SWO

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Thompson, Rebecca B (PACE) [mailto:ThompsonRB2@state.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 12:25 PM
To: DS Command Center
Obtained by Judicial Watch via FOIA (May 11, 2015)

CC: Barnes, Jennifer L (PACE); Qader, Nahla S (PACE); Korman, Samuel I. (Shai); Dressel, Abigail L.

Subject: Information from PA's Rapid Response Unit

Dear DS,

Nahla Qader, one of our media analysts, found this tweet:
Mohamed Fadel Fahmy @Repent11 in Egypt says “Threat to kill Americans in Gaza, after Libya/Egypt due to film insulting prophet Mohamed, forces UN staff to bunker in and placed on curfew!”

Nahla also reports that some Twitter users in Libya and Egypt are spreading reports that the attacks in Libya may not be related to the infamous film but to the killing of Al-Qaeda’s second-in-command, who is Libyan.

Best regards,

Rebecca Brown Thompson
Director, Rapid Response Unit
Bureau of Public Affairs